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Giant lipoma in an unusual location: a case report
Sıradışı Yerleşimli Dev Lipoma: Olgu Sunumu
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ABSTRACT

Lipomas are common in subcutaneous tissues. Main complication of lipomas are pain and cosmetic defects. We present a case of lipoma located below the deltoid muscle. This is a very unusual location, hence a biopsy was needed for the differential diagnosis. Serious complications may occur due to proximity to the axillary nerve. Due to mass effect of the lipoma, deltoid muscle fibers were elongated and lost their tonus. To remove the lipoma safely, we separated the deltoid muscle from the acromial origin, and shortened the deltoid muscle fibers to restore their tonus.
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ÖZET

Biz deltoid altında yerleşimi nadir olan lipoma olgusunu sunduk. Lipomun bu bölgesinde yerleşimi nadir olduğu için eksizyon öncesi diğer yumuşak doku kitlelerinden ayırım için biopsi yapılmalı. Kitlenin aksiler sinir ile yakın ilişki nedeni ile deltoid kasın akromion yapışma yerinden ayrılması güvenli ve geniş bir yaklaşım sağlamaktadır. İlaveten kitle etkisiyle elonge olup tonusu azalan deltoid liflerinin tonusunu tekrar sağlamak için güvenli bir yaklaşımdır.
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INTRODUCTION

Lipomas are common, mesenchymal tumours, originating from mature adipose tissue. They are classified as superficial and deep according to their localizations. Subcutaneous lipomas are common, and located in the subcutaneous tissue. Deep lipomas are rare, and may occur in deeper tissues. Lipomas may be defined by their locations such as intramuscular, or paraosteal. Lipomas greater than 5 cm in diameter are classified as giant lipomas (1, 2). Giant lipomas may become symptomatic, if they exert mass effect onto the neighbour tissues. Treatment in this case is surgical excision (3, 4). Surgical technique should be chosen according to lipoma’s location.

CASE

51 years-old female presented to our outpatient clinic due to a mass on the posterior side of the right upper shoulder. The mass was present since 4 years, and grew steadily. Physical examination showed a soft, painless, mobile mass (10x15x7 cm), extending from anterior side of the right shoulder to the posterior side, along the lateral side. Laboratory values and plain shoulder x-ray were normal. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the shoulder showed a mass below the deltoid muscle, pre-diagnosed as a lipoma (Figure 1).

The mass was very proximal to the axillary nerve. To rule out malignancy, we performed an incisional biopsy with local anesthesia. Pathological examination revealed a lipoma, and surgical excision was planned. During surgery, the deltoid muscle was separated by a blunt dissection. After the mass was excised (Figure 2),

the elongated deltoid muscle fibers were shortened and repaired. Histopathologic examination confirmed the diagnosis of lipoma (Figure 3). Post-operative follow-ups were uneventful.

DISCUSSION

Lipomas are soft, elastic, painless masses, which grow very slowly. Compression of proximal soft tissues or neurovascular tissues, or local expansion my cause local pain (5,6).
Lipomas may extend to subacromial area, and cause glenohumeral subluxation (6). In our case, the mass was in the subacromial area but there was no sign of joint instability. Shoulder movement was normal. There was no complaint of pain, or sensory defects. Our patient’s sole complaint was the cosmetic defect.

Lipomas are hard to differentiate from other soft tissue masses with clinical features only. Diagnosis should be supported by radiological or histological findings. Differentiating liposarcoma from a lipoma is very important and requires histopathological examination. Lipoblast on histopathological examination is the main clue of liposarcoma. However, low-grade, well-differentiated liposarcomas (sometimes called atypical lipomatous tumour) are difficult to differentiate from lipomas. Well-differentiated liposarcomas show variable numbers of vacuolated lipoblasts with atypical nuclei, low cellularity, and rare mitotic figures. Such liposarcomas are a subgroup, which are local recurrent, but do not metastasize, differentiate well, and sometimes transform into de-differentiated phenotype. High-grade liposarcomas show increased cellularity and mitotic activity (typical or atypical), multi-vacuolated big lipoblasts, distinct pleomorhism and necrosis (7).

It is recommended that malignancy should be considered in soft tissue masses greater than 5 cm in diameter (2, 8). Computed tomography is useful to identify tumour location and infiltration of the neighbour tissues. Also, density of the mass may help to differentiate a malign tumour from a benign one. However, degeneration, bleeding or necrosis may confuse the clinician (9). Magnetic resonance imaging is a popular imaging modality to identify tumour location and possible infiltration of the neighbour tissues. Lipomas show hyperintensity in magnetic resonance imaging studies (10).

Extracting subdeltoid tumours is difficult due to axillary nerve injury risk. If the subdeltoid mass is large and close to the axillary nerve, subdeltoid approach provides a wide view and field to the surgeon. This technique may prevent axillary nerve injury. Also, it allows incision and repair of the elongated deltoid muscle fibers (11).

In conclusion, lipoma should be considered in the differential diagnosis of subdeltoid soft tissue masses. Separating the fibers of the deltoid muscle from the acromion may prevent axillary nerve injury.
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